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НОРМАТИВНІСТЬ ПРАВА:
ФІЛОСОФСЬКО-ПРАВОВЕ ОСМИСЛЕННЯ

Анотація. Осмислено феномен правової нормативності у світлі авторської концепції – темпоральної онтології права. Ця теорія є певним способом некласичної правової думки, яка зосереджується на сутності юридичної особи (сутність права) та правовій сутності – відповідність між вчиненим діями та її правовими наслідками. Створюється, що юридичний позитивізм чи школа природного права не можуть розкрити питання про природу правової нормативності в її найглибшому походженні. Тож прихильники класичного способу мислення мають можливість уточнити онтологічну основу нормативності, її спосіб буття: тобто під час розгляду правової нормативності автор наголошує на необхідності подолання межі чистого юридичного бачення права в контексті філософсько-правового дослідження. Наголошено на необхідності виходу за межу юридичного світогляду при розгляді нормативності та переходу до філософсько-правового дослідження зазначеної проблеми. В якості методологічного підґрунтя у статті використовується метод фундаментальної онтології, започаткований німецьким філософом Мартіном Гайдеггером. Розглянутій таким способом феномен нормативності дає можливість виявити його приховану структуру, відповісти на найважливіше питання – чому люди повинні підпорядковуватися закону, як це справді видається – не в ідеальному вимірі норми і правил, а в реальності буття. На базі цієї філософії стає можливим обґрунтувати феномен нормативності не з волі законодавця (правовий позитивізм), а з ідеального змісту свідомості (класичний юснатуралізм), а зі співіснування людей у темпоральному розвиві між вчиненим діянням та його правовими наслідками. В підсумку наводиться висновок, що правова нормативність є темпорально-онтологічним феноменом, який первісно локалізовано не в ідеальному світі норм і правил, а в соціальній дійсності сумісного буття людей у правовій події, як тяжіння між вчинком та його правовими наслідками.
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THE NORMATIVITY OF LAW:
LEGAL-PHILOSOPHICAL REASONING

Abstract. The article is dedicated to the reasoning of the phenomenon of legal normativity in the light of the author’s conception – the temporal ontology of law. The temporal ontology of law is the certain way of the non-classical legal thought, which concentrates itself on the Being of the legal entity (Being of law) and the legal Being – the attraction between the committed deed and its legal consequences. Author strikes, that the legal positivism or nature law school are not able to reveal the question about the roots of the legal normativity in its deepest origin. Thinking by this – classical way of thought the researchers have any possibility to clarify the ontological basis of the normativity, its mode of Being, e. t.c. During the contemplation of the legal normativity the author stresses on the necessity to overcome the border of pure juridical vision of law towards legal-philosophical research of the named issue. As the methodological ground in the following article author uses the method of the fundamental ontology, which was elaborated by the German philosopher Martin Heidegger, which is supplemented by the philosophical constructions of the famous French philosopher Emmanuel...
Levinas, hermeneutical French researcher Paul Ricoeuer, contemporary British legal philosopher Oren Ben-Dor. On the basis of such philosophy becomes possible to establish the phenomenon of the normativity nor from the legislator’s will (legal positivism), nor from the ideal content of the consciousness (classical natural law), but from the common human Being with one another in the temporal gap between the committed deed and its legal consequences. To consider the phenomenon of the normativity by this way gives us a possibility to reveal the hidden structure of it, to answer on the most important question – why people have to obey the law, how it is really happened – not in the ideal dimension of the norms and rules but inside the everydayness, in the reality of our Being-with-one-another. So, in its deepest roots the normativity opens itself not as the quality of the certain entity – the norm of the law (legal positivism), or rules of moral and values (natural law) but in the structure of the human Being itself, when we encounters the other people in the legal event. Thus, author makes the conclusion, that the legal normativity is the temporal-ontological phenomenon, which primary is located not in the ideal dimension of the norms and rules, but in the social context of the common human Being in the legal event as the certain attraction between the committed deed and its legal consequences.
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Introduction
The research of the legal normativity is very simple, when we try to unfold it in its juridical dimension only. To consider law as the couple of the positive norms and rules, which was issued by the legislator (or another sovereign), we can come to the conclusion, that the legal normativity is a certain quality of the norms, similar to the enforcement in the case of its breaking, its formal determination e t.c. The origin of such quality is derived in the state authority, in the will of the ruling class, or in the legislator’s competence. From the point of view of the legal positivism, all similar factors are the sufficient ground to the normativity of this or that norm. Thus, the way of dogmatic thought simply presupposes the legal status of the norms, that are issued by the authoritative person or organization and normativity as the necessary attribute of the similar rules. The similar position is maintained by Bulygin (2016), Kelsen (2009), Hart (2007) [1; 2; 3].

The situation is much more interesting in the case, when we consider law not as the simple set of the official rules, which are established by the state, but in the much variety perspective. In accordance with the statement of the natural law school the phenomenon of law is not limited itself by the official norms of the legal positivism, but includes much more than this. By this way we are able to speak about the law of reason and nature (school of natural law), law as the set of the norms which is issued by the sacral origins (religious roots of law), law as the certain quality of the human nature (anthropological legal thought) etc. The different ways of the legal thought consider as the foundation of the legal normativity not the objective factors, which are rooted in the will of the state, but certain presuppositions, which are derived from the consciousness (the religious faith, the ideas, which are immanent by the consciousness of the subject) could be characterized as the “subjective way of the legal thought”. In the similar situation there are also any difficulties with the normative status of the similar law, because the necessary condition of its normativity is the existence of the certain “higher” entity: “The Being of the God, of the Reason, of Nature gives us a possibility to obey the such law without any doubts”. In the contemporary legal philosophy this way of thought is transformed in the so-called “non-positivism” (Alexy, 2009; Fuller, 2007) [4; 5].

So, we can come to the conclusion, that the phenomenon of the normativity is understood as the quality of the certain entity – official norms and rules, moral values, human Being, reason, social relationships e t.c. Due to these facts to reach the origin of the legal normativity means firstly to answer the question: what really law is? The way of the such thought is necessarily connecting with the operation named “destruction” [6, 19]. The similar operation helps us to clear the phenomenon of law and opens the way toward its normativity. Then firstly we have to consider the traditional way of legal thought and its consequences to our topics. After this task we’ll pass to the phenomenon of law as such and, thirdly, try to explicate the results of our investigation towards normativity of law, which (as we will see) is not equal to legal normativity.

1. The classical (optic) approaches to the normativity of law
Traditional, classical legal philosophy intends to determine the law as entity (Seiende – germ.) through the other entity – freedom, equality, justice. But the similar attempts like an endless circle. In other words, to determine one entity through the another is the way to the infinity, to the necessity of the further determination (“what is law?” – “freedom”, “what is freedom?” etc.). The second negative feature of the determination of the law as entity through the other entity is so-called “legal nominalism”, when the phenomenon of law loses its own unique content and turns into empty general concept, which marks the simple totality.
of the other entity ("Law is freedom, equality, justice..."). The third imperfection of the classical position is a dogmatic way of the certain entity's identification as legal. The legal status of the certain entity (norms, legal decisions and other legal objects) is not the result of the researches, but the dogmatic presumption 1. The specific feature of the similar approach lies in the free choice of the researcher, when the last chooses this or that entity as "law", as the object of researches, and doesn't think about criterions of its legal relevance, its "legal status" ("Rechtlichkeit"). At the same time, as we can see, such "legal entity" as legal norm or court decision always has the possibility, to turn into the "Unlaw" (for example, in the case of the review of the court decision be the higher court). And, equally, the status of the "legal irrelevant entity" at any time could be transformed into the "legal", for example, when one or another thing becomes "evidence", "object of the offence" etc. 2

Thus, we can come to the conclusion, that classical legal science is not able to justify its claims, borders and limits of the researches. The reason of the transformation of the entity into the "legal entity" has the will of the legal scientist as its only ground, when all another aspects of this entity (biological, chemical, esthetical, economical) are reduced randomly. The questions about the criterions of the "legal relevance" of the entity left without answers. The same destiny has the "classical view" on the legal normativity also.

In my opinion, the attempts to find the roots of the legal status of the certain entity in this entity, in the entity itself, are hopeless. There are two main reasons for that. Firstly, each entity (and legal so) is determined as entity by Being (Sein – germ.). As noted British legal researcher O. Ben-Dor, “Being thoughtful about law relates to being thoughtful about the Being of law. Thinking about law must first be attentive to that being and thinking that ontic for-the-most-part with law conditions. The relationship between law and its Being understands the relationship between the ontic manifestation of law and its Being”[11, 93]. So, it is reasonable to suppose, that legal status of the entity is determined by its specific modus of Being – legal Being. But here is the second (methodological) difficulty: as M. Heidegger said, the science understands as real only those things, which are reachable for it objectively (i.e. entity – A. S.) [12, 162]. Thus, to make the similar operation, to reach the Being of the entity is the task of the philosophy and the way of our thought leads us with necessity from the legal science (legal theory) to the philosophy of law, to the region of legal ontology. 3

2. The non-classical (ontological) approach to the normativity of law
The philosophical (ontological) way is to think law in the horizon of Being (Sein). The last gives entity “to be” and determines the entity (Seiende) “as such”. Then, the legal status of the entity is determined by the Being also. The legal Being, Being of the legal entity is not randomly constructed modus of the Being, but is determined by the involvement of the entity into the legal event. 4 The elaboration of the next researches will be based on the ontological difference (Being/entity) and on the post-ontological difference (Being as such/Being of the certain entity), which were founded by M. Heidegger [6; 16, 3–30]. From the difference between the legal entity and its Being we are able to explain, in what way the certain entity becomes legal. In its turn, legal Being – Being of the legal entity – is derived from the “pure Being of law”, i.e. law Being, which is the core of the law event. Then, the further path of our research is the ontology of law, which is found on the post-ontological legal difference – between the legal Being and law Being.

As we noted, the classical approaches to the law interpret law as entity (legal ideas, subjects of law, legal norms etc.) and consequently could be marked as optical. The proposed way of research tries to think law from the horizon of the Being and due to this ontological is. The horizon of the understanding of Being is time (M. Heidegger) [6, 1]. In accordance with M. Heidegger, the unity of the Being and time is the event [16, 24]. Then in order to integral reasoning of the phenomenon of the law we have to think law Being in its connection with time of the law. Due to this fact our ontology of law could be marked as the temporal ontology. So, further we have to reveal the specific of legal time in its connection with the legal Being and the Being of law. Namely this connection is the most problematic place in our investigations and is the very obstacle by the way of the new “non-classic” reasoning of the normativity of law.

The event is not the same phenomenon as the process is. The difference is rooted in their temporal aspects. The process exists in the time, which obviously is understood as the endless chain of "now" 5. Opposite, the event is not "in" time: time belongs to the certain event. But the specific time of the event is quite different from the linear time.

---

1 The further argumentation of such thesis [10].
2 On the necessity of the "ontological turn" in the philosophy of law see, for example: [13, 105].
3 The experience of the similar investigation in my works about legal event: [14, 127–159]; [15, 133–146]; [9, 483–487]. Event (Ereignis – germ.) is understood here in Heidegger’s sense, as unity of Being and time: [16, 24]
4 Secondary literature and critic of W. Maihofer’s position (J. Thysen, A. Baratta) see in: [18, 151, 332].
of the process. The event is realized not continual, but “pointwise”, at the “one moment”. The named moment is not simple “point” of time: not just one “now” in the line of another “now”. The “happen- ing” of the event is the origin (and the end) of each process. So to speak, the event “creates” the linear time as the certain “place”, in which “takes place” every process. As we can see, the time of the legal process – trial for example – is continual. But the time of the law event is not continual – it is not possible to say “how long” last the moments of murder, theft, road accident etc. Further we will try to describe the time of the law event as an “ecstati-cal contemporality”.

3. The temporal-ontological roots of the legal normativity

The beginning of the law event is certain – legal – action, which is constituted as legal through its direction to the Other as Anyone (P. Ricouer). In other words, in the legal sphere we meet one another not as Me or You – as unique and unsubstitutable individual, but as Anyone, who could be replaced at his place at any time by another person. The similar determination of the legal human on ontic level has its existential-ontological roots in Werner Maihofer’s legal thought. This German legal philosopher in his famous book “law and Being” (“Recht und Sein”, 1954) [17] comes to the conclusion, that we are not just to live with one another “as such”, but in our Being-with Others always exist “as” someone: as buyer and seller, doctor and patient, driver and passenger etc [17, 32]. This modus of the “social Being”, i.e. “Being-as” (“Alssein” – Germ.) is the basic modus of human Being with the Others.

So, in the legal world Anyone commits his deeds as “Being as someone” towards another – equally substitutable persons, whose modus of social Being is tide up correlatively with the actor’s modus of existence. The similar actions immanentely contain in itself the horizon of all its possible consequences i.e. possible “re-actions” of the Other “as” Anyone on the similar deed. Here we have the deal with the mutual relationships between them, which both constitute one another in the described interplay of “actions and re-actions”. This situation is close to the Levinas’ thought about the presence of the Other, which is primary to the presence of Ourselves, when the Other constitutes our modus of existence just by the fact of his presence.

But the similar situation is possible only then, when me and the Other both have common temporality – in the opposite case we just couldn’t meet one another. In accordance with the described circumstances the possible legal consequences – the “future” of the law event are “contemporal” to the “past” of the event – legal action. In other words, at the moment of the commitment of the legal relevant deed the similar deed “already” “calls” its legal consequences from the future. The last, which intends from the future to the past, encounters the committed deed in the “presence”, when the deed “factually” meets its legal consequences. Because of these facts, on the optical level of legal processes, which are produced by the law event, “future” as the legal consequences of the committed deeds (sanction, for example), are “earlier” than the “past”, because of each “presence” before “to be passed” and “to become past” “earlier” “exists” as the future.

So from the similar point of view the time of the law is presented as the special “temporal loop”, when the past (legal deed) and the future (legal consequences) contemporarily-ecstactically direct to one another, to “tie up the loop” in its “factual” meeting in the present.

The upper description of the legal time makes possible to disclose law Being. Following Heidegger, Being “exists” as event (Ereignis). Then, law Being is the certain “modus of exist” of Being itself, when the last “exists” as “law Being”. As Heidegger said, to the essence of the Being belongs “that, what were (past)” “that, what might to be (future)” and “that, what ought to be (presence)”[19, 149]. So due to this statement it is reasonable to think law Being as “inter-belonging” between the “has-beens”, “possible” and “ought”, as “attraction” which put these three phenomena “to-gather”. On the notice level of the legal processes law Being reveals itself as attraction between the committed deed and its legal consequences. All that entity which was “caught up” by the law event at the same moment received legal modus of Being, the Being of the similar entity becomes legal Being. But at that time, when legal deed encounters its legal consequences, the temporal loop is tied up, and law Being is disappeared; legal entity becomes “normal” again and reveals itself in its chemical, physical, economic and others modes of Being.

Then, the main thesis of the temporal ontology of law is the grounding of that fact, that law originally the law Being “is”, i.e. “attraction” between the committed deed and its legal consequences, which “exists” in the horizon of the time of the law, so legal modus of the Being of the legal entity (idea, norm, thing, human being) is derived from the involvement in the law event.

Conclusions. By using the results of our researches it’s possible to re-thinking the problem of the legal normativity. From the positions of the temporal ontology of law we have to speak rather about the normativity of law than legal normativity. Because
of under the law we understand not certain entity – legal norms, legal relations, legal persons etc., but the special modus of the Being of similar entity, there are no more reasons to speak about the normativity as the quality of the certain entity. Opposite, legal entity receives its normative quality due to legal Being only.

But normativity is not the simple attribute of the legal Being. As we noted, legal Being is rooted in the law event and in the Being of law as the “attraction” between the committed deed and its legal consequences, which “exists” in the horizon of the time of the law. Thus the normativity of such law is not its attribute or quality, but its essence, which puts “to-gather” different entity, which is involved in the event of Law and by this way its legal status received.
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